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Feminism
Feminism comprises a number of social, cultural and political movements, theories and moral philosophies
concerned with gender inequalities and equal rights for women. The term “feminism” originated from the
French word “feminisme,” coined by the utopian socialist Charles Fourier, and was first used in English in the
1890s, in association with the movement for equal political and legal ...

Ecofeminism | sociology and environmentalism | Britannica.com
Ecofeminism, also called ecological feminism, branch of feminism that examines the connections between
women and nature. Its name was coined by French feminist Françoise d’Eaubonne in 1974. Ecofeminism uses
the basic feminist tenets of equality between genders, a revaluing of non-patriarchal or nonlinear structures, and
a view of the world that respects organic processes, holistic ...

Feminist Ethics (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
Feminist Ethics is an attempt to revise, reformulate, or rethink traditional ethics to the extent it depreciates or
devalues women's moral experience. Among others, feminist philosopher Alison Jaggar faults traditional ethics
for letting women down in five related ways. First, it shows less concern for women's as opposed to men's
issues and interests.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

UW BOTHELL INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & SCI - BOTHELL INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Detailed course offerings (Time Schedule) are available for. Spring Quarter 2019; Summer Quarter 2019;
Autumn Quarter 2019; BIS 111 Digital Thinking (5) QSR Introduces the fundamental concepts behind
computing and computational thinking including logical reasoning; problem solving, data representation;
abstraction ...

Feminine Sensibility & Virtue
Sensibility emerged as a concept in the Enlightenment Era but continued to be defined during the Romantic
Period and beyond. The term describes people’s capacity to be affected by the world around them.

Two
The Emory Pre-College Program offers a diverse selection of two-week non-credit courses in a variety of
disciplines. Students will experience college-level academics in a small class setting with some of Emory's
leading experts in their respective fields and will receive written feedback on their work at the end of the course.

